LEVEL 3
SIMPLE FUTURE – WILL
Put in the verbs in brackets into the gaps and form sentences. Use the
will-future.
Example: The weather ______ nice at the weekend. (to be)
Answer: The weather will be nice at the weekend.
1) Tomorrow it ________________________ in the north-west. (to rain)
2) My friend ________________________ 12 next Monday. (to be)
3) Hey John! Wait a minute. I _______________ a word with you. (to have)
4) She ___________________________ her boss next week. (to contact)
5) I think you ___________________________ this job. (to get)
6) They _______________________ at about 6 pm. (to arrive)
7) The teacher __________________________ this exercise. (to explain)
8) He ______________________________ the bottle of water. (to drop)
9) Lots of accidents ____________________ in that weather. (to happen)
10) She _____________________ if you show her the spider. (to scream)
Put in the verbs in brackets into the gaps and form negative
sentences in the will-future.
Example: The rain __________ in the afternoon. (not/to stop)
Answer: The rain will not stop in the afternoon. or The rain won't stop in
the afternoon.
1) Tim __________________________ the teacher. (not/to tell)
2) I hope I __________________ the train to Manchester. (not/to miss)
3) She ____________________________ her hair green. (not/to dye)
4) He _______________ breakfast tomorrow morning. (not/to prepare)
5) The manager ________trees in front of the office building. (not/to plant)
6) Melissa ______________________ jeans at her party. (not/to wear)
7) My friends ___________________________in a city. (not/to live)
8) We _____________________ about the bad weather. (not/to worry)
9) I ______________________________ in this lake. (not/to swim)
10) You ______________________the vase on the shelf. (not/to reach)

Put in the verbs in brackets into the gaps. Use the will-future. Watch
the punctuation and form sentences or questions.
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Example: ___ they ____ the match? (to win)
Answer: Will they win the match?
1) They ____________________ back by 6:30 pm. (to be)
2) ________________you _______________me? (to help)
3) When _______I ____________you again? (to see)
4) His parents _____________him for being late. (not/to punish)
5) ___________they __________the contract tonight? (to sign)
6) It ______________us three hours to get there. (to take)
7) __________this concert ________money for our school club? (to raise)
8) This van ________________with 8 people in it. (not/to break down)
9) The meeting _____________before tomorrow morning. (not/to close)
10) When ___________ she _________me a copy of her essay? (to send)
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